This paper is concerned with a class of W λ 0 pseudomonotone maps given by Kasyanov et al. (2010 Kasyanov et al. ( , 2006 [2, 15] . We indicate that its main character of passing to a subsequence in classical definition is meaningless. Then, we show that W λ 0 pseudomonotone map is the same as a class of known pseudomonotone maps (Theorem 2) rather than its generalization (cf. Kasyanov et al. (2010) [2] lines 2-3, p. 1260; lines 7-9, p. 1261). Besides, the relations between W λ 0 pseudomonotone map and L-generalized pseudomonotone map are discussed.
Introduction and preliminaries
The pseudomonotone map introduced by Brezis [1] is a significant generalization of monotone one. Due to its widespread application to the existence problems of nonlinear partial differential equations, particularly of elliptic and parabolic types, numerous works are devoted to its investigation and various generalization forms are developed. We refer the readers to [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] for its theory and concrete examples. This note aims to point out that a class of multivalued pseudomonotone maps considered in [2] is not an extension of its former one. For the single-valued case in [15] , the similar conclusion is easier to obtain.
Throughout this paper, we always suppose that X is a real and reflexive Banach space with its dual X * , and we write C V (X * ) to mean the class of nonempty, convex and weakly compact sets in X * . The symbols ''⇀'' and ''→'' denote the weak and strong convergence in a given Banach space, respectively. In what follows, we recall the definitions of various types of pseudomonotone maps. Definition 1. Let T : X → X * be a bounded operator. We say it is pseudomonotone (in Brezis' sense) if for any sequence {u n } n≥1 weakly convergent to u 0 in X and from lim sup n→∞ ⟨T (u n ), 
For the sake of brevity, in this note we always assume that the multivalued map T has a nonempty, convex and weakly compact value.
Definition 3 ([2]
). Let W be a Banach space continuously embedded into the reflexive Banach space X . A multivalued map
(1)
Definition 4 ([2]
implies the existence of subsequences {u n k } k≥1 ⊂ {u n } n≥1 and {u * n k
Note that an operator L :
By virtue of the maximal monotone operator L, we introduce a class of well-known generalized pseudomonotone maps (cf. [6, 16, 17] ). (ii) for any sequence
Remark 1. The pseudomonotone and generalized pseudomonotone operators are used to deal with the nonlinear partial differential equations of elliptic type. On the other hand, the W pseudomonotone, W λ 0 pseudomonotone and L-generalized pseudomonotone maps are more suitable to study nonlinear problems of parabolic type.
Main results
it follows that the whole sequences {u n } n≥1 and {u * n } n≥1 satisfy
Proof. Suppose that it is not true, i.e. for somev ∈ X , one has
Then we can choose subsequences {u n k } k≥1 ⊂ {u n } n≥1 and {u * n k
Note that here we still have
Taking v =v in (6), we have
which is contradictory to (5). Thus we complete the proof of Theorem 1.
Remark 2.
In [2] , the authors pointed out that the idea of passing to subsequences in classical definition made it possible to consider a wider class of pseudomonotone maps. But from Theorem 1, we can see it actually does not take a subsequence. So W λ 0 pseudomonotone map is not an extension in this sense. We will show that it is equivalent to generalized pseudomonotone map on W in the following theorem. 
Taking v = u 0 in (7), we have lim inf
and thus lim n→∞ ⟨u *
by the separation theorem of convex set there exists an element w 0 ∈ X such that ⟨u *
On the other hand, taking v = u 0 − w 0 in (7) yields lim inf
From u * Consequently, T is W λ 0 pseudomonotone, and we complete the proof of Theorem 2.
